We love the snow at Taliesin. And icicles. Yards long, hanging fringe
from the eaves.
In summer our range of activity widens somewhat, takes in the farm
and gardens, our wooded hills, the rolling fields and country roads. We
still plunder, as I did when a boy, the roadsides, choice branches of bloom
or berries to 'arrange' in the house or studio. And there is the broad, sand-
barred Wisconsin River's changing flow in the broad bottom land below
the house—for walking and swimming. Our entire resources are con-
stantly taxed. 'Something is always happening in the country,' as Wilhelm
Bernhard—a draughtsman—used to remark.
We dream and are planning great things. Good music is essential to our
life at Taliesin. A grand piano stands by the living room fireplace, a cello
resting against its hollow side, a violin on the ledge beside it. There are
several recorders there also. A harp is coming, Olgivanna plays Bach,
Beethoven, old Russian music. I let the piano play itself a few moments
sometimes while the feeling lasts, knowing nothing. Something comes out.
And I can never play any of the things, such as they are, a second time.
Olgivanna says she likes to hear me play. Hers is a gentle encouraging
soul and she would not hurt even such outrageous pride as mine.
Svetlana too plays now, and the young lovanna plays with perfect style
all the while. Finger movements perfect. But the notes she selects are not
always or even often well-suited to each other. No matter, lovanna plays
too. We all play.
My little five-year-old daughter lovanna and I among constant inven-
tions have invented a game. An architect's daughter, she has many kinds
and sizes of building blocks, among them all a set of well-made cubes about
an inch square painted pure bright colours, red, yellow, blue, green, black
and white. Some of the cubes are divided on the diagonal into contrasting
colours. Well, whoever deals, deals seven blocks to each and two diagonals,
lovanna's turn to play. She chooses a colour-block—not fan* to start with
a diagonal—and places it square on the waxed board floor. Then I select a
colour-block and put it, say, touching hers at the corner. Her turn. She
studies a little, head one side, finally putting down a block in whatever
way she chooses, but however put down it will now make a decided geo-
metric figure. So imagination begins to stress the judgement to decide the
next play.
Instead of extending the figure on the floor, she may now put a block on
top of the one already 'played' by me. She does so. The figure on the floor
begins to look more and more interesting as the 'third dimension* enters
and the blocks creep up into the air. The block group begins to be a con-
struction. I may follow up and down, or I go crosswise with whatever
colour I may have. But whatever I do, I will change the whole effect just
as she will when her turn comes to play.
Sometimes she sees she has spoiled the figure with her 'turn' and asks
to change it,
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